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DatelineMexico

by Josefina Menendez

Red bishop, black bishop

And he is now sponsoring a top

Two bishops, Lefebvre and Mendez Arceo, share the same
file on the chessboard: terrorism.

level planning session for the next
round of terrorism, to be held in
Cuernavaca the second week of
February. The cover of the meeting
is a "Bertrand Russell Tribunal" on
"human rights violations" in El
Salvador. The chief organizing in
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under wraps until all details are in
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But the uninvited guest who has
caused the greatest furor was Mar
cel Lefebvre, the schismatic French

work behind the Billygate scandal.

"Lefebvre

nist textbooks" being distributed

would bejust another traditionalist

by the government and attempting
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More than an "I'll scratch your
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tude was involved for these sup
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And in the middle of Lefebvre's

In total defiance of Article 33 of

level than "left" or "right": terror
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tege named Francisco De la Cruz

the Constitution, which forbids for
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dleman" for almost every incident
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Lefebvre, at least temporarily,
backed off from further masses. He
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at the campamento.
Why the invitation? One of De
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